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“The Enabler Mission”  
MISSION DESCRIPTIONMISSION DESCRIPTION  

The ORS Office is dedicated to building the enabling infrastructure allowing for decreased launch time-
lines and overall cost savings. The ORS-3 mission demonstrates several ORS objectives in our attempt 
to make access to space more efficient and cost effective. 
 
First, this mission is demonstrating the use of an FAA Licensing approach of a Government launch sys-
tem to take advantage of a more commercial like process. This allows the launch service contractor, 
Orbital Sciences Corporation, to take advantage of commercial practices that will potentially drive the 
overall launch costs and timelines lower. Additionally, the mission will demonstrate a secondary pay-
load adapter designed to dispense multiple CubeSats known as CubeStack. This adapter allows for up 
to eight 3U CubeSats (or equivalence of) to be manifested. This allows for the additional launch capaci-
ty to be used and increases access to space for CubeSat programs that are executing science mission or 
demonstrating new technologies. 
 
The ORS Office has been working on several enablers that focus on automating time consuming and 
thus costly processes. Two new tools have been developed, the first focuses on automating the launch 
service contractor's mission trajectory development. As a result of the ORS investment in this area, a 3 
to 4 month process has been automated and produces a validated flight trajectory and the necessary 
data to complete the mission specific software data load in just under 48 hours. A second process that 
has been automated is focused on the flight safety development of the mission 
rules and graphical user interfaces the flight safety officers use. Again the ORS investment has taken a 
multi month process and reduced that to five days. In both cases that not only represents a responsive 
solution, it also reduces the engineering hours which leads to lower cost. 
 
Finally, the ORS Office has partnered with the Government safety offices at the Air Force and NASA 
ranges to develop an Autonomous Flight Safety System (AFSS). An AFSS box will be flown on ORS-3 in a 
demonstration mode which will also serve as one of three certification flights. Once completed, AFSS 
has the potential to significantly reduce the cost of range operation and maintenance cost by elimi-
nating the aging flight safety infrastructure that is currently used.  
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THE ORSTHE ORS--3 MISSION WILL:3 MISSION WILL: 

1.Demonstrate alt execution methods for launch services that reduces overall launch costs using an FAA license.  
2.Demonstrate new hardware that allows small launch vehicle to fly multiple CubeSats in a manner that is benign    
    to the primary mission.  
3.Demonstrate an Autonomous Flight Safety Assembly which will have the most enduring impact on how flight  
    Safety is achieved for all launch systems.  


